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Synopsis

In 1994, the Persuasion Knowledge Model (PKM) was published. This model describes how targets (for example, consumers) respond to persuasion attempts from agents (for example, marketers) – and it has since gone on to become one of the most widely cited theories in the consumer research literature.

Spurred by technological innovations, the marketing environment has undergone extensive alteration throughout the past two decades. As a result, there are presently more frequent and varied opportunities for business-to-consumer and consumer-to-consumer interactions, relative to the mid-1990s.

Consequently, the nature of persuasion episodes has evolved beyond the descriptions offered by the PKM, especially with regard to consumers’ ability to access and use their persuasion knowledge to defend against persuasion attempts. However, it appears that no efforts have been made to update and expand the model to reflect these changes and their associated implications. This research project therefore seeks to address this oversight, which will help to ensure the continued utility and relevance of an important element of the consumer behaviour field.

Across three studies, this dissertation outlines how seemingly innocuous influences can bypass consumers’ persuasion defences (that is, their persuasion knowledge). The first study presents a meta-analysis of 27 research papers, regarding ‘positivity-inspired false familiarity’; an effect determined to be reliably of a small-to-medium size. The implications of this finding are investigated through a detailed summary of the persuasion literature, from which a process-based explanation of the potential for persuasion knowledge circumvention is derived.

These processes are further explored in the second study, which examines the psychological and biological attributes underlying attitude formation and execution.
The purpose of this study is to ensure that the processes driving consumers’ responses during persuasion episodes can be adequately captured, measured, and interpreted. Five scale modifications are proposed and assessed, with two deemed to be both reliable and valid.

Finally, the third study combines insights from the first two studies. Two experiments show that consumer persuasion knowledge can be circumvented by priming pre-existing, semantic associations – which are processed fluently, in an automatic and nonconscious manner. Three p-curve analyses and a mini-meta-analysis are also conducted, which promote confidence in this conclusion, by demonstrating that this ‘mere-association effect’ has evidential value, and is reliably of a medium size.

Together, these three studies contribute to the development of 1) a modified version of the PKM, when ‘mere-association’ occurs; and 2) a summary model describing the various factors involved when consumers fluently process semantic associations. These two models have implications for marketers’ communication and branding activities; for consumer education programs; and for policy agencies’ regulatory considerations. Limitations and future research priorities are also discussed.